El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is a pronounced mode of climate variability that originates in the tropical Pacific and affects weather patterns worldwide. Growing evidence suggests that despite extensive changes in tropical climate, ENSO was active over vast geological epochs stretching millions of years from the late Cretaceous to the Holocene. In particular, ENSO persisted during the Pliocene, when a dramatic reduction occurred in the mean east-west temperature gradient in the equatorial Pacific. The mechanisms for sustained ENSO in such climates are poorly understood. Here a comprehensive climate model is used to simulate ENSO for a broad range of tropical Pacific mean climates characterized by different climatological SST gradients. It is found that the simulated ENSO remains surprisingly robust: when the east-west gradient is reduced from 68 to 18C, the amplitude of ENSO decreases only by 30%-40%, its dominant period remains close to 3-4 yr, and the spectral peak stays above red noise. To explain these results, the magnitude of oceanatmosphere feedbacks that control the stability of the natural mode of ENSO (the Bjerknes stability index) is evaluated. It is found that as a result of reorganization of the atmospheric Walker circulation in response to changes in the mean surface temperature gradient, the growth/decay rates of the ENSO mode stay nearly constant throughout different climates. These results explain the persistence of ENSO in the past and, in particular, reconcile the seemingly contradictory findings of ENSO occurrence and the small mean east-west temperature gradient during the Pliocene.
Introduction
A salient feature of the present-day climate is the zonal asymmetry of sea surface temperatures (SST) in the tropical Pacific, characterized by a vast warm pool in the west and a strong cold tongue in the east. This east-west SST difference and the entire ocean thermal structure along the equator are tightly coupled to the easterly trade winds of the atmospheric zonal circulation (the Walker cell); interactions between these components of the tropical climate allow for a quasi-periodic oscillation, known as ENSO, in which the winds and the SST gradient relax (El Niño) and strengthen (La Niña) interannually (e.g. , Philander 1990; Clarke 2008; Sarachik and Cane 2010) .
How this oscillation changes when tropical climate changes is an important question for both present-day climate and paleoclimates Philander 2000, 2001; Yeh et al. 2009; Collins et al. 2010; Cobb et al. 2013 ; Koutavas et al. 2006) . Although climate models currently predict relatively modest future changes in the mean SST gradient and ENSO, mainly because of compensation between different mechanisms controlling both the mean climate and its variability (DiNezio et al. 2009 (DiNezio et al. , 2012 , the reliability of these projections is uncertain in view of large differences between the models (Collins et al. 2010; Guilyardi et al. 2009; Watanabe et al. 2012; Brown et al. 2011) , which often disagree even on the sign of changes. Consequently, potential shifts in El Niño characteristics with rising atmospheric CO 2 concentration remain a matter of concern. To build confidence in climate projections, understanding past changes in the mean state of the tropics and ENSO is crucial.
Available observational evidence suggests that ENSO was active as far back as the late Cretaceous (Davies et al. 2012 (Davies et al. , 2011 , Eocene (Huber and Caballero 2003; Ivany et al. 2011) , Miocene (Galeotti et al. 2010) , Pliocene (Scroxton et al. 2011; Watanabe et al. 2011) , and Pleistocene (Rittenour et al. 2000; Cane 2005 ) epochs ( Fig. 1 ) and persisted with some changes through the Holocene (Cobb et al. 2013; Koutavas et al. 2006; Brown et al. 2006; Cobb et al. 2003; McGregor et al. 2013) . While there are a large variety of coral data from the Holocene providing proxy observations of ENSO from sites located within the equatorial Pacific, geological evidence is much more limited and uncertain for earlier time epochs. For example, the varved records from Mediterranean, England, and Antarctica, found to bear a signature of interannual variability, provide only a hypothetical link to ENSO-like climate variability through assumed teleconnections to the tropics.
The early Pliocene climate, having atmospheric CO 2 concentration between 350 and 400 ppm, draws particular attention as a potential analog for modern greenhouse conditions (Fedorov et al. 2013) . Proxy records (Fedorov et al. 2013; Wara et al. 2005; Fedorov et al. 2006; Dekens et al. 2008) indicate that during that time the mean east-west SST gradient was small, perhaps on the order of or below 18-28C, which is sometimes referred to as ''permanent El Niño-like'' conditions or ''El Padre'' (Ravelo 2008) . Apparently, the warm pool SST stayed fairly constant, whereas the cold tongue surface and subsurface temperatures (Ford et al. 2012) were significantly warmer. Nevertheless, recent studies have discovered tentative evidence of a persistent ENSO activity during the Pliocene (Scroxton et al. 2011; Watanabe et al. 2011) . Even though some geological evidence should be treated with caution, these findings raise an important question of whether the permanent El Niño-like conditions can still sustain interannual variability. Even more generally, how do changes in the mean east-west SST gradient and related characteristics of the tropical mean state (e.g., mean winds, thermocline depth, and ocean stratification) affect ENSO properties?
So far, the connection between ENSO and the mean tropical climate has been explored in a broad parameter range within simple, intermediate, and hybrid models (e.g., Fedorov and Philander 2001; Wittenberg 2002; An and Jin 2000; Sun 2003; Sun et al. 2004 ), but not comprehensive coupled models, where the zonal temperature gradient is difficult to control. At the same time, intercomparisons of coupled models typically do not give consistent results on the connection between the mean state and ENSO (e.g., Bellenger et al. 2013; Brown et al. 2011; Guilyardi et al. 2009 ). In the present work we have devised an efficient way to alter the mean temperature in the eastern equatorial Pacific (between 68 and 18C), while keeping temperature in the west nearly constant (Figs. 2 and 3a) , within a state-of-the-art climate model. Our approach invokes the fact that the equatorial cold tongue is maintained by the upwelling of waters that travel toward the equator from the extratropics within the ocean shallow subtropical cells (STCs) (e.g., McCreary and Lu 1994; Gu and Philander 1997) . Changing the temperature of those waters changes the cold tongue temperature.
To make use of this effect, we conduct numerical experiments in which we systematically modify upperocean vertical mixing in the extratropics. Increasing the mixing warms the waters subducted in the STC and eventually raises the temperature of the cold tongue (Fig. 2) . In turn, tropical ocean-atmosphere interactions act to establish a new mean state in which weaker eastwest SST gradient DT and zonal winds balance each other in the equatorial band (Fig. 3) . Since perturbations are imposed far away from the equator, in the extratropics, they do not affect ENSO dynamics directly, but only through changes in this mean state in the tropics.
Recent modeling studies show that ocean mixing in the subtropics, induced for example by tropical cyclones, can indeed warm the equatorial cold tongue (Fedorov FIG. 1 . Geological evidence suggesting ENSO-like variability in past climates. Vertical bars indicate the dominant frequency bands identified in geological samples from different epochs spanning from the late Cretaceous to the Pleistocene [data compiled from Davies et al. (2012 ), Huber and Caballero (2003 , Ivany et al. (2011 ), Galeotti et al. (2010 , Scroxton et al. (2011 ), Watanabe et al. (2011 ), Rittenour et al. (2000 , and Cane (2005) ]. For a review of the Holocene data see Cane (2005) . The date bands are given as reported in the original studies and should be interpreted with caution, since different methods have been used to estimate the range of dominant variability. Also, most of this geological evidence is based on the assumption of the same teleconnections as observed in the presentday climate and as such provide only tentative evidence for ENSO. et al. 2010; Manucharyan et al. 2011) . However, in the present study, we are not concerned with particular mechanisms that could alter ocean mixing. Rather, we simply use the extratropical mixing as an efficient tool to control tropical background conditions in a coupled climate model. While idealized, this approach allows us to explore a broad range of changes in the mean tropical climate.
Coupled climate model and experimental setup
The climate model used here is a version of the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Community Earth System Model (CESM) that incorporates atmospheric and land surface models with a spectral truncation of T31 for the horizontal resolution [the Community Atmosphere Model, version 4 (CAM4), and the Community Land Model (CLM)] coupled to ocean and sea ice components [the Parallel Ocean Program, version 2 (POP2), and the Los Alamos sea ice model (CICE)] with a nominal 38 resolution increasing to 18 near the equator (Shields et al. 2012 ). This version of CESM with a medium resolution greatly facilitates sensitivity and paleoclimate simulations (the model source code and boundary conditions, are accessible online at http://www.cesm.ucar.edu/models/cesm1.0/). The integrations start from a preexisting preindustrial simulation and last for 300-600 years, depending on the experiment. This time is sufficient for the upper ocean to reach statistical equilibrium with the deep ocean experiencing a weak residual drift (Manucharyan et al. 2011) . The analysis of the model output including SST and winds stress is performed on fields averaged between 2.58S and 2.58N, with the Niño-3 region defined as 2.58S-2.58N, 908-1508W. Note that here, in order to capture only regions with high SST variance, we have defined the Niño-3 region with latitudinal extent of 2.58S-2.58N instead of conventional 58S-58N.
Throughout the numerical experiments, we vary background vertical diffusivity in the extratropical bands (158-408 latitude and 0-400 m) within the range from 20.1 to 100 cm 2 s
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. The other spatially and time varying components of vertical diffusivity, computed by the model itself, are not explicitly modified in these experiments. In one experiment, to reduce the mixing, we multiplied the model original background diffusivity by 0.1, also in the extratropical bands. In addition, to check the robustness of our results, we perform two high-resolution simulations (with the ocean nominal latitudinal resolution close to 18 but decreasing to ; 1 /48 toward the equator), including a preindustrial control and a simulation with a large diffusivity (k y 5 50 cm 2 s
). In general, the effect of mixing increases with higher diffusion and with the greater depth of the mixing bands. For our study, these bands are chosen sufficiently far away from the equator, much farther than the typical baroclinic Rossby radius of deformation for the equatorial ocean (;48). Therefore, the imposed perturbations in ocean vertical mixing do not affect ENSO dynamics directly, but only through changes in the background state of the tropics.
Simulated mean tropical climates and ENSO
As we alter the extratropical mixing, we are able to simulate a broad range of tropical Pacific climates that are dramatically different from its present-day conditions (Fig. 2) . Throughout our experiments, the mean zonal SST gradient along the equator ranges from 68 to 1.38C (5.68C in the control run), while the maximum warm pool temperature stays nearly constant (Figs. 2 and 3a) . The mechanism of the warming of the cold tongue due to enhanced ocean mixing can be understood from a heat budget perspective-a stronger mixing in the extratropics induces anomalous ocean heat gain over this region, weakening oceanic heat transport from the equatorial region and increasing the cold tongue temperature (Fedorov et al. 2010; Manucharyan et al. 2011) . Reducing the mixing has an opposite effect.
Associated with a reduced SST gradient and the eastward expansion of the warm pool are the weakening of the atmospheric Walker circulation manifested in reduced trade winds and the broadening of the convection region. Furthermore, we observe the reduction in the upwelling consistent with the reduced trade winds and FIG. 2. The east-west SST gradient DT (blue) and zonally averaged thermocline depth (red) as a function of background diffusivity k b in the extratropical bands. Control run is denoted with black markers. The mean east-west temperature gradient is estimated as the difference between the maximum and minimum SST along the equator in the Pacific, averaged for the last 100 years of the computations. (Full SST and thermocline depth along the equator for each experiment are shown in Fig. 3 .) The thermocline depth is defined here as the depth of the appropriate isotherm in each experiment (warmer isotherms are used for climates with smaller T) and hence reflects the upper-ocean heat content.
the deepening of the thermocline (Figs. 2 and 3) reflecting the upper-ocean heat content increase.
Note that Philander (2000, 2001) investigated how independent changes in the mean wind, thermocline depth, and so on affected ENSO. While this was possible within the idealized setting of their intermediate coupled model, in a comprehensive climate model used in the present study all of these characteristics are tightly coupled. Nevertheless, we denote different tropical climates by their value of DT since it is a major feature of both atmospheric and oceanic dynamics. It is important to note, however, that ENSO dynamics in the model depends not only on DT but on the entire background climate state, including thermocline depth, mean winds, and other factors.
Across all the experiments, ENSO remains the most prominent part of the climate signal with the Niño-3 index (Fig. 4) capturing the zone of the highest SST variance in the eastern equatorial Pacific. The standard deviation of this index in the model reaches 0.98C for the present-day climate but reduces to 0.58-0.78C for smaller DT (Fig. 5a ), although the magnitude of strong events decreases more noticeably. The power spectra of the Niño-3 index display statistically significant peaks in the interannual frequency range in all experiments (Fig. 6) . The dominant period increases slightly for smaller DT (Fig. 5b) ; however, this increase should be considered in the context of the broad width of the spectral peaks. Note that ENSO is also prominently present in the high-resolution simulations of a reduced gradient climate (DT 5 28C), with variance and periods in rough agreement with medium-resolution runs (Fig. 5) .
The main features of ENSO, such as the eastward propagation of thermocline depth anomalies or the coupling of wind anomalies to SSTs, are all present in our experiments (Fig. 7) .The dynamics are governed by the recharge-discharge mechanism (e.g., Jin 1997a,b; Meinen and McPhaden 2000) in which positive anomalies in the western Pacific ocean heat content (OHC) along the equator precede El Niño events by about a quarter of a period, with the lag ranging from 6 months in our control run to nearly 10 months in the reduced DT climates (Fig. 8) . These OHC anomalies, usually referred to as ocean heat recharge, occur as a result of meridional heat redistribution prior to an El Niño and provide an essential mechanism for the transition between warm and cold phases of ENSO. The rechargeoscillator mechanism is closely related to the delayed oscillator and other simple models of ENSO (e.g., Fedorov 2010) .
What explains this robustness of ENSO and relatively small changes in its properties across such dramatic changes in the mean equatorial climate? To answer this question, next we will evaluate the stability of the internal climate mode governing ENSO dynamics using a linearized heat budget equation for the Niño-3 region together with the recharge-oscillator approximations for ocean adjustment.
ENSO stability
The stability of the mode governing ENSO dynamics in the experiments is assessed by estimating the strengths of the relevant positive and negative feedbacks within the recharge-oscillator framework, following Jin et al. (2006) . Here we extend their analysis to include an expression for the frequency of oscillations and, in particular, emphasize the importance of the external noise in sustaining interannual variability.
a. The Bjerknes stability index
The Bjerknes stability index (Jin et al. 2006 ) is introduced using a linearized heat budget equation for a box encompassing the Niño-3 region in the upper ocean:
where T is surface temperature; h is the depth of the equatorial thermocline; the operators hÁi and [Á] denote averages in the equatorial Pacific over the Niño-3 box and a zonal mean, respectively; I BJ is the Bjerknes stability (BJ) index; and F[h] represents the effect of the delayed ocean adjustment or ocean memory (Jin 1997a Equation (2) describes variations in the mean thermocline depth and can be derived, for example, in the low-frequency approximation for the equatorial dynamics (Fedorov 2010) . In principle, an additional damping term proportional to [h] could be added to this equation to describe oceanic damping, but typically this term is small and is expected to remain fairly constant with climate change. As such, this term is neglected [also to be consistent with Jin et al. (2006) ]. Also following Jin et al. (2006) , to avoid complications when defining thermocline depth across different ocean states, we replace h with subsurface temperature at an 80-m depth. Changes in this temperature closely follow changes in the thermocline depth in the eastern Pacific.
The BJ index and the parameter F are composed of several contributions:
F 5 2b uh
Here, the overbar denotes the climatological mean quantities, H(w) is the Heaviside step function, x and z are the horizontal and vertical coordinates, and u and w are the zonal and vertical velocities. The horizontal and vertical extents of the averaging box are L x 5 608 longitude, L y 5 58 latitude, and H m 5 80 m, respectively; we have explored alternative definitions of the Niño-3 box and found some quantitative changes in magnitudes of different feedbacks, which however do not affect the main conclusions of the paper.
Combining Eqs. (1) and (2) we obtain a damped oscillator equation
with the frequency V 0 5 ffiffiffiffiffiffi cF p . The BJ index acts as a stability index for the oscillations governed by the recharge-oscillator model and gives the net growth (when positive) or decay rates (when negative) for the ENSO mode. In the latter case, external noise (or other forcing) is necessary to sustain continuous oscillations. These net growth or decay rates depend on key feedbacks that contribute to the mode stability, both negative and positive, all of which change in different climates.
b. Ocean-atmosphere coupling and linear feedbacks
The first three terms in Eq. (3) for the BJ index describe negative feedbacks-the mean zonal advection, upwelling, and surface heat flux feedbacks-while the last three terms represent the positive thermocline, Ekman pumping, and zonal advection feedbacks.
Negative advection feedbacks are associated with the mean flow (zonal and vertical) acting to damp Niño-3 temperature anomalies. The thermodynamic feedback (proportional to a) is associated with the surface heat fluxes, shortwave, longwave, latent, and sensible, which collectively act as a damping term. Its magnitude is computed as a linear regression of the net anomalous surface heat flux over the Niño-3 region onto the Niño-3 SST index. The magnitudes of the positive advection, thermocline, and Ekman feedbacks in Eq. (3) depend on several sensitivity parameters [defined in Eqs. (5)- (8) of Jin et al. (2006) ] that characterize ocean response to wind stress and atmospheric response to SST. For instance, the atmospheric sensitivity parameters m a and m a * assume a linear response of Niño-3-and zonally averaged wind stress anomalies, respectively, to Niño-3 temperature anomalies. Analogously, the oceanic sensitivity parameters b u and b w assume a linear response of anomalous zonal and vertical velocities in the equatorial band to Niño-3 wind stress anomalies. Parameter b h gives the linear sensitivity of the thermocline tilt (defined as [h] 2 hhi) to the zonally averaged wind stress anomalies [t] . Particular values of these parameters are obtained by using linear regressions between the corresponding variables (Fig. 9) . Before the computations, all the time series are smoothened to filter out shortscale variability.
One of the main factors destabilizing tropical climate is the thermocline feedback, in which SST in the eastern equatorial Pacific is modified by the mean upwelling of subsurface temperature anomalies associated with thermocline depth anomalies (induced by wind stress variations). This factor becomes a positive feedback via the coupling of wind stress to SST anomalies. When the cold tongue gets anomalously warm, the equatorial easterly winds relax, deepening the thermocline in the east and leading to further warming. As we move to climates with smaller DT, the effect of this feedback on the system increases at first but then substantially decreases (Fig. 10a) .
These changes in the strength of the thermocline feedback result from several competing factors: weaker mean equatorial upwelling due to weaker zonal winds (Fig. 3c) , a deeper ocean thermocline (Fig. 3b) , and the reduced sensitivity of subsurface temperature (and thermocline tilt) to zonally averaged wind stress anomalies (Fig. 9c) . In contrast, the ocean-atmosphere coupling, estimated through a linear regression of wind stress anomalies onto the Niño-3 index, increases (Fig. 9b) as the atmospheric Walker circulation becomes more sensitive to SST perturbations in warmer climates.
As the thermocline feedback weakens, it is the Ekman pumping feedback that becomes more destabilizing for smaller DT (Fig. 10a) . In the Ekman feedback, SST is modified by anomalous upwelling acting on the mean thermal stratification. During warm episodes for example, a relaxation of zonal winds reduces upwelling of colder waters, facilitating the growth of initial SST perturbations. In the present-day climate, wind stress anomalies are most pronounced in the western equatorial Pacific (Fig. 11a) , where the mean thermal stratification is weak, limiting the magnitude of the Ekman feedback. The wind stress pattern in Fig. 11a generally agrees with the analysis of observational datasets (e.g., Wittenberg 2004 ). However, for smaller DT, the region of atmospheric convection spreads eastward and wind stress anomalies move closer to SST anomalies in the eastern Pacific (Fig. 11b) , which amplifies the Ekman feedback (Fig. 10a) owing to the strong increase in the local coupling coefficient m a (Fig. 9a) . A similar mechanism works to strengthen the zonal advection feedback, but the latter remains relatively weak. Overall, positive feedbacks intensify for smaller DT (Fig. 10c) . FIG. 6 . Power spectra of the Niño-3 indices displayed in Fig. 4 , for DT 5 (a) 5.68 and (b) 1.48C. The corresponding spectra for a first-order autoregressive (AR1) process (dashed red lines) and the observations (gray) are also shown. Note that interannual variability is clearly distinct from red noise in both climates.
FIG. 7.
Hovmöller diagrams for equatorial anomalies of (a),(d) SST, (b),(e) zonal wind stress, and (c),(f) OHC (defined here as temperature averaged between 50 and 300 m) for (a)-(c) the present-day simulation with DT 5 5.68C and (d)-(f) the simulation with DT 5 1.48C. Note the development of El Niño events and the eastward propagation of ocean heat content anomalies in both climates. Also note a more easterly location of wind stress anomalies at the peak of El Niño events for the small DT (cf. Fig. 11 ). Time on the y axes is consistent with Figs. 4b, d. Negative feedbacks describe the damping of surface temperature anomalies by various processes (Fig. 10b) . The main negative feedback involves the damping of SSTs by the mean upwelling of subsurface waters, which decreases for smaller DT. The damping of SST by the mean zonal flow also decreases but to a lesser degree. In contrast, the effective thermodynamic damping by surface heat and radiation fluxes increases severalfold. This increase is dominated by the shortwave flux component associated with clouds. As the region of atmospheric convection shifts eastward, anomalies in cloud cover shield the eastern Pacific from shortwave radiation, damping warm SST anomalies. Largely because of this factor, the combined negative feedbacks also strengthen for smaller DT.
The total BJ index (the sum of negative and positive feedbacks) remains negative (Fig. 10c) , which implies that the model ENSO is controlled by a damped mode across a broad range of climates. Remarkably, despite large variations in negative and positive feedbacks, the magnitude of the BJ index changes relatively little, and the e-folding decay time scale of the ENSO mode in the model stays close to 1 yr. There is a slight tendency for increased ENSO stability in climates with larger DT (Fig. 10c) ; however, this result should be interpreted with caution in light of the accumulated errors associated with the estimates of different terms constituting the BJ index [see Eq. (3)].
It is worth noting that our estimates of the strength of the linear feedbacks depend to some degree on the chosen size and location of the averaging box and the depth chosen to evaluate subsurface temperature anomalies. For example, we have used the Niño-3 box because it includes the region of maximum SST variance in the cold tongue, but we could have chosen a slightly different region. Nevertheless, having explored the sensitivity of our analysis to these factors, we found that the main conclusions of the study do not change: for smaller DT the Ekman feedback overcomes the thermocline feedback, and across all experiments net negative feedbacks exceed positive to give a slightly damped mode with a relatively constant BJ index staying in the range from 21 to 22 yr
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. We note here that the BJ analysis performed by Kim and Jin (2011) . When compared to their study, our climate model overestimates the magnitude of vertical advection and surface thermodynamic damping and underestimates positive effects of thermocline and zonal advection feedbacks. However, the results of Kim and Jin (2011) might easily give an overestimation of the damping rates since the BJ analysis does not take into account the role of atmospheric stochastic processes or other forcing required to sustain a continual oscillation in a damped system. Nor does the BJ analysis consider the effect of nonlinearities important for strong El Niño events. These and other limitations of the BJ analysis, as applied to intercomparison of different climate models, have been recently emphasized by Graham et al. (2014) .
c. ENSO period
Across the entire range of simulated climates, the model produces power spectra with a broad interannual peak between 2 and 7 yr clearly distinct from red noise (Fig. 6) . The dominant period of ENSO shows a slight increase for smaller DT (Fig. 5b) , from roughly 3 to 4 yr. This increase in period is related to several factors, including a slowing down of equatorial waves responsible for ocean adjustment. We find that in warmer climates the speed of equatorial Kelvin and Rossby waves OHC is defined as temperature in the Pacific ocean averaged between 20 and 300 m at 2.58N-2.58S east of 1508W (excluding the Niño-3 region where SST and OHC are highly correlated at zero lag). Note that OHC anomalies lead the Niño-3 index by 6-10 months, indicating the importance of the heat recharge mechanism for ENSO dynamics in both of the experiments.
decreases by about 20%-30%, as the weaker ocean stratification overcomes the effect of a deeper thermocline (Fedorov and Philander 2001; Wittenberg 2002; An and Jin 2001) . Furthermore, the shift of wind stress anomalies from the western to central Pacific (Fig. 6) lengthens the distance that wind-generated Rossby waves must travel to reach the basin western boundary. These factors more than compensate the tendency of enhanced Ekman and advection feedbacks to shorten the oscillation period (Yeh et al. 2009; Wittenberg 2002; An and Jin 2001; Fedorov and Philander 2001) . Estimates for the natural oscillation period of ENSO obtained from the damped oscillator model [2p/V 0 , Eqs. (1) and (2)] generally agree with the estimates obtained from the spectral peak of the simulated variability in different experiments (Fig. 12) . However, the latter estimates systematically produce longer periods. This is because damping in an oscillatory system driven by noise results in a shift of the spectral peak toward lower frequencies (e.g., Thompson and Battisti 2001) .
The role of stochastic noise
Our analysis is based on the assumption that the main dynamics of ENSO can be reduced to a low-order dynamical system-the recharge oscillator. However, we have shown that this oscillator is damped (the BJ index is negative ; Fig. 10c) ; therefore, sustaining a continual, albeit irregular, oscillation requires external forcing. Within our framework, this forcing comes from unaccounted physical processes, which can be treated as stochastic noise largely independent of the dominant oscillation. This noise can have atmospheric contributions (e.g., variations in wind stress and surface heat fluxes) as well as oceanic contributions (tropical instability waves, eddies, etc.). Other climate modes, such as the meridional modes (e.g., Zhang et al. 2014) , can project on this noise. Furthermore, cumulative action of the neglected nonlinearities can be also considered as part of noise. FIG. 10 . The strength of ocean-atmosphere feedbacks: (a) positive thermocline, Ekman pumping, and zonal advection feedbacks, (b) negative feedbacks due to the damping of SST anomalies by mean advection and upwelling, and by surface heat fluxes, and (c) net positive and negative feedbacks as well as the total BJ index (black line). The total BJ index is negative, which indicates that the ENSO mode remains damped in all experiments. The magnitude of this index stays fairly constant when DT is reduced, mainly because of compensation between the increasing Ekman feedback and the thermodynamic damping. Some of these processes directly affect Niño-3 temperatures while others affect the ocean thermocline and subsurface temperatures first. For example, the noise originating from surface heat fluxes (because of changes in clouds, or latent and sensible heat fluxes) influences mixed layer temperatures and thus contributes to Niño-3 variance. However, for interannual time scales, it is the generation of thermocline anomalies by uncoupled variations in the equatorial wind stress that appear to be the dominant process in sustaining coupled ocean-atmosphere variability. This stochastic forcing should be added to the second equation of the recharge oscillator model [Eq. (2) ].
To estimate the strength of stochastic forcing, let us compute the zonal-mean wind stress anomalies not related to Niño-3 temperatures as N t 5 [t] 2 m a *hTi. This difference, or residual wind stress, gives the uncoupled component of wind stress variations. The decay scale of the autocorrelation function for N t is on the order of several months (Fig. 13a) , which is much shorter than the characteristic ENSO time scale, and thus N t can be treated as noise. When the system moves toward smaller values of DT, its magnitude (standard deviation) decreases by about 30% (Fig. 13b) , which is associated with the weakening of the Walker circulation. The simulated decrease of Niño-3 variance in climates with small DT (Fig. 5a) is consistent with such a change in the stochastic forcing.
Summary and discussion
We have presented a sensitivity analysis of ENSO dependence on the background state of the Pacific Ocean characterized by different mean east-west SST gradients within a state-of-the-art climate model. In effect, this study revisits some of the results of Philander (2000, 2001) but using a comprehensive coupled model.
To alter tropical climate, we apply an idealized approach in which we vary ocean vertical diffusivity in the extratropics. By controlling the temperature of water subducted in the STCs, changes in the extratropical mixing indirectly but efficiently modify the tropical Pacific climatology. With the imposed reduction of the mean east-west gradient SST gradient, we observe the weakening of the Walker circulation and the eastward expansion of the convection region in the atmosphere, the deepening of the tropical thermocline, and the weakening of vertical stratification in the ocean.
We find that the simulated ENSO remains robust through broad changes in the east-west SST gradientfrom 68 to nearly 18C (accompanied by significant changes in mean zonal winds and thermocline depth). With these changes, the ENSO amplitude reduces from approximately 18 to 0.68-0.78C, and the dominant period lengthens albeit slightly. As we show, across all of these experiments ENSO dynamics are described by the recharge-oscillator framework, which allows us to conduct FIG. 12 . Estimates for the characteristic ENSO period based on the peak of the power spectra (gray circles with error bars; as in Fig.  5b ) and for the natural period of the ENSO mode in the damped oscillator Eq. (5), 2p/V 0 (black crosses). Difference between the two variables is in part due to the effect of damping, which shifts the spectral peak of the simulated ENSO variability toward frequencies lower than V 0 . a stability analysis based on the BJ index. The BJ analysis shows only modest changes in the period and damping rates of the ENSO mode, consistent with the relatively small changes in the simulated ENSO.
Within the stability analysis we investigate how the imposed changes in the coupled ocean-atmosphere system alter the strengths of the key coupled feedbacks associated with ENSO. In experiments with small DT the thermocline feedback is weakened whereas the Ekman feedback dominates among the different positive feedbacks-a situation opposite to the present-day climate. The increase in Ekman feedback is associated with the dramatic eastward shift of the wind stress anomalies. The strengthening of this positive feedback is largely compensated by the increase in thermodynamic damping (mainly because of a stronger shortwave damping of Niño-3 anomalies by cloud feedbacks). As a result, the ENSO mode remains damped throughout the experiments and its damping time scales stay close to about 1 yr.
Current projections for the mean state changes in the tropical Pacific with global warming included a slight weakening of the east-west SST gradient, on the order of 0.58C (DiNezio et al. 2009 ). This brings about the question of the extent that our results may be relevant to the problem of potential changes in ENSO with future climate change. We should emphasize, however, that the projected changes in oceanic stratification in the tropical Pacific are different from our experiments. Namely, global warming simulations produce a sharper and shallower ocean thermocline along the equator (Vecchi and Soden 2007) , which may limit the applicability of our results to the global warming problem.
Nevertheless, the compensation between positive and negative feedbacks in our study seems to mirror the compensation between different feedbacks predicted to occur under global warming (Collins et al. 2010; DiNezio et al. 2012 ). In our experiments, the counterbalance (or compensation) between different feedbacks is related to the induced changes in the Walker circulation. For smaller values of DT, atmospheric convection spreads eastward and so do wind stress anomalies, strengthening the Ekman feedback. At the same time, because of the moistening of the lower troposphere in the eastern Pacific, cloud cover anomalies over the Niño-3 region also amplify, leading to a stronger damping. Thus, the increased damping and increased Ekman feedback have the same origin and occur side by side. Similarly, compensation between different feedbacks can occur under global warming scenarios. In particular, DiNezio et al. (2012) argued that in doubling-of-CO 2 simulations, a reduction in the thermocline feedback due to the weakening of the mean Walker cell is compensated by a strengthening of the advection feedback due to a greater subsurface temperature contrast, also related to the weakening of the Walker cell, albeit indirectly.
Finally, we should also point to several other limitations of the present study. For example, we do not address the ultimate causes of changes in the zonal SST gradient-we simply induce those changes from the extratropics. Consequently, we do not explicitly consider changes in tropical climate caused by variations in Earth's precession or obliquity (Clement et al. 1999; Timmermann et al. 2007; Clement et al. 2000) , volcanic or solar forcing (Mann et al. 2005) , or high CO 2 levels (Cherchi et al. 2008) . A significant reduction of the mean east-west SST gradient can also be achieved by other means, such as by varying cloud properties within a climate model (Burls and Fedorov 2014) . Nevertheless, although some of our results might be model or approach dependent, the major physical inferences should hold (e.g., the eastward shift of wind anomalies or feedback compensation for smaller DT).
Despite the limitations, our results have important implications, especially for paleoclimates. In particular, the robustness of ENSO through a wide range of simulated climate agrees with the available observational evidence of ENSO in different geological epochs (Fig. 1) . Contrary to suggestions in Davies et al. (2012 Davies et al. ( , 2011 and Watanabe et al. (2011) , a weak mean zonal SST gradient (''permanent El Niño-like'' conditions) and active ENSO do not preclude one another. For small values of DT, one could expect a reduction of ENSO magnitude but not its full disappearance.
Finally, we should emphasize that we do not claim in this study that there are no changes in the properties of ENSO across the different climates we considered. In fact, we observe dramatic changes in the relative importance of the key feedbacks, changes in the typical amplitude and periodicity of the events, and changes in the propagation characteristics of SST anomalies, among others. However, given the strong imposed modification in the background tropical climate, the ENSO amplitudes changes relatively little and the overall ENSO dynamics remain very robust.
